Patent Status Indicator in INPADOCDB and INPAFAMDB
To meet the growing need for predictive data of the lifetime status of a patent application, the
new field Status Indicator (/STI) is applied for each application in INPADOCDB and INPAFAMDB.
The field STI contains one of four possible status entries: ALIVE, DEAD, TRANSITIONAL and
INDETERMINATE. The new indicator can be used to enhance search, display and analysis
functionality in INPADOCDB and INPAFAMDB.
The status of a given application is based on legal events reflected in more than 4,200 codes
classified by FIZ Editorial and corresponding gazette dates and/or the calculated expiration date
XPD.
Patent term adjustment days (searchable in the field /PTA) for US applications as well as
extension or expiration dates for SPCs for more than 25 patent authorities are taken into account
in the calculation.
Status Indicator flags
In order to reflect the status of an application more accurately, not only the obvious indicators
ALIVE and DEAD are introduced, but also the indicators TRANSITIONAL and INDETERMINATE.
An application has the status ALIVE if the application is still under active prosecution or the
granted patent is in force. The calculated expiration date is not exceeded and the latest available
legal event is classified as an active event.
An application has the status DEAD if the calculated expiration date is exceeded or the latest
available legal event is classified as an inactive event. The application is no longer being pursued,
or the rights granted to the IP holder are no longer in force, due to expiry, withdrawal by the IP
rights holder, permanent cancellation due to non-payment of fees past any deadlines, etc.
An application has the status TRANSITIONAL, if a lapse or withdrawal event (e.g. due to nonpayment of fees) is the latest available legal event. If no further event occurs, the application turns
DEAD 6 months later, but it could also change to ALIVE again earlier, if for example a late fee
payment event is published. The status TRANSITIONAL is intended to inform that an application
may change to status DEAD and that it should therefore be observed in particular. For a small
number of publications without calculated expiration date and without legal status information
the status TRANSITIONAL is applied until the end of the expected life.
INDETERMINATE is exclusively used for granted EP and EA documents and means that the status
cannot be determined within the 20 years term after filing. EP and EA applications are affected by
a large volume of positive and negative legal events. Events include, for example, (non-) payment
of designation or annual fees, extensions, appeal or opposition. Many of these events relate to
only one or a few of the contracting states, some of them are duplicated by the national offices.
Thus, all EPO and EAPO filings will have an INDETERMINATE status for the time being, as any other
status would be misleading. EP and EA pre-grant applications can be ALIVE, TRANSITIONAL, or
DEAD.
PCT applications are ALIVE for the time a PCT application can enter the national or regional phase.
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For authorities for which no legal status data is available, the status DEAD or ALIVE is assigned
based on publication data and/or the calculated expiration date.
DEAD applications can turn ALIVE if the application has not exceeded the calculated expiration
date. If a lapse or withdrawal legal event occurs, the application turns to the 6 months
TRANSITIONAL period followed by the DEAD status. In case the negative event is succeeded by a
positive event the application will turn ALIVE again.
Please note that in rare cases US publications are listed with the status DEAD in the STI field due to
the passed calculated expiration date in the XPD field, which is based on the earliest effective filing
date of the first US priority application, while on the website of the USPTO these publications are
listed as “Patented Case”, e.g. due to late fee payments, despite exceeded expiration date. It is
recommended to search the status of US publications in INPAFAMDB, as in some of these cases at
least one US publication of the international family has the status ALIVE.
Time coverage of the Status Indicator is from the 19th century to the present. The Status Indicator
is updated with each INPADOCDB update.
Status Established Date
The Status Established Date (/STED) provides the date on which the status was initially calculated
or last changed. For the backfile data Status Established Date Dates reflects timeframe for initial
calculation but going forward the dates align with real time legal events, gazette updates or
expiration calculation updates.
Display of the Status Indicator
Both STI and STED are available as customer format D STI and D STED. In INPADOCDB the STI field
is displayed in all bibliographic formats (BIB, STD, BRIEF, ALL, MAX) below the XPD field. In case of
US publications, where patent term adjustment days are available, the number of PTA days is
displayed next to the calculated expiration date.
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In INPAFAMDB the Status Indicator is displayed in the default BRIEF format in the patent table.
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In INPADOCDB and INPAFAMDB the Status Indicator is displayed in the CFAM2

and LFAM family formats.
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In the CFAM format both Status Indicator and Status Established Date are displayed:

Monitoring of Status Indicator
For the manual monitoring of a status indicator like DEAD it is recommended to search in
INPAFAMDB like:
=> S (PN1 or PN2 or PN3 or PN4)/PN (L) DEAD/STI (L) STED>20211001

This query retrieves specifically all named publications which turned DEAD since the given date.
For an alert a SDI can be created using STED/LAST:

=>S (PN1 or PN2 or PN3 or PN4)/PN (L) DEAD/STI (L) STED/LAST

This query retrieves those publication numbers which turned DEAD since the last STED date.
Important Note
The value in the field Status Indicator is created by the input and logic as described above and
represents predicted values. It cannot be guaranteed to be 100% complete and accurate. For a
legal opinion a qualified patent attorney should be consulted.
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